
“Rejecting Spiritual Compromise”!
Nehemiah 12-13!

The revival that happened in the days of Nehemiah is but a small glimpse of what can 
happen when God’s people turn to Him with their whole heart.  The components of this 
revival involve rediscovery of the Word of God, responding in simple obedience, 
repentance and confession of sin, and rekindling a full devotion.  It also involves 
rejecting spiritual , and chapters 12-13 show us how this must be the case.!

“Compromise” - an agreement or a settlement of a dispute that is reached by each 
side making concessions!

Sometimes, compromise can be a good thing.  For instance, when you want to go to 
one restaurant while your wife wants to go to another—compromise and go to hers!  Or, 
when you want to watch an afternoon of college football, but your wife wants to catch a 
matinee of the latest Nicholas Sparks flick—compromise and go to the movie!!

It reminds me about a family wanting to escape the big city life who bought a ranch out 
in Texas where they intended to raise cattle.  Some friends came to visit and asked if 
their new ranch had a name.  “Well,” said the would-be cattleman, “I wanted to name it 
the Bar-J.  My wife favored Suzy-Q, my son liked the Flying-W, and my daughter 
wanted the Lazy-Y.  So we're calling it the Bar-J-Suzy-Q-Flying-W-Lazy-Y.”  The friend 
then asked, “But where are all your cattle?”  The man responded, “None of them 
survived the branding!”!

Sometimes compromise is a good thing, and sometimes it’s not.  Spiritual compromise, 
however, is never a good thing.!

The revival that begins in chapter 8 is not sustained by the time we get to the end of the 
book because of compromise.!

William Booth - “I want you young men always to bear in mind that it is the nature of a 
fire to go out; you must keep it stirred and fed and the ashes removed.” !



By the time we get to chapter 13, we learn that Nehemiah discovered that the fires of 
revival had all but gone out in Jerusalem.  The people had “cooled off” in their devotion 
and begin to tolerate some things that should have been dealt with. !

Two things are important to bear in mind when you read chapters 12-13:!

• celebration (12)!

• confrontation (13)!

Approximately a year and a half transpire between these two chapters.  Nehemiah’s first 
term as governor in the city lasts nearly 12 years, after which he returned to King 
Artaxerxes.  He was gone maybe a little more than a year, and when he came back, he 
discovered that while the cat was away, the mice began to play.  The people had gone 
back on their word.!

Without faithful leadership that keeps the main thing the main thing, there exists the 
tendency within the church for us to drift and lose our proper focus.  Consider:!

• Moses was away and the people made a golden calf in Exodus 32!

• the disciples sleep while Jesus is praying in Gethsemane!

• Paul would establish a church and leave it in the hands of others, only to have 
trouble soon after his departure!

Nehemiah is gone from the city of Jerusalem only a short time, only to return and find 
the people stuck in the quagmire of spiritual compromise.  !

Spiritual compromise is dangerous and must be rejected, and I want to show you a few 
reasons as to why this is true:!

1.  Spiritual compromise TOLERATES sin (13:1-9)!

“…As soon as the people heard the law, they separated from Israel all those of foreign 
descent.  Now before this, Eliashib the priest, who was appointed over the chambers of 



the house of our God, and who was related to Tobiah, prepared for Tobiah a large 
chamber where they had previously put the grain offering.”!

One of the commitments that was made by the people had involved separating 
themselves from those of foreign descent.  Chapter 10 reveals this to be the case.  This 
had more to do with religion than it did race, because the peoples of the lands that 
surrounded Jerusalem worshiped other gods.  The law demanded that God’s people be 
separate.  Apparently, their separation was incomplete, for some of the people had 
formed new alliances with the Ammonites and Moabites.!

The enemy had largely been unsuccessful outside the wall in their opposition, so now 
they try to corrupt it from within.!

Vance Havner - “Today the world has so infiltrated the church that we are more beset 
by traitors within than by foes without.  Satan is not fighting churches—he is simply 
joining them.” !

Such was the case in Jerusalem.  The enemy was given a comfortable place to live in 
the temple, of all places!!

It is in this last chapter that we discover an undercurrent in Jerusalem that was made up 
of people who appeared to be loyal to the cause, but were secretly fraternizing with the 
enemy.!

While Nehemiah was away, Eliashib said, “Let’s make room for Tobiah.”  In those days, 
the house of God was made up of rooms and chambers that often held grain and 
utensils used for worship.  In essence, Eliashib said, “Let’s clean those out and make a 
nice area for Tobiah.  He’s been left out long enough.”!

Maybe in his mind, Eliashib was trying to keep the peace.  But to compromise your 
conviction for the sake of keeping the peace gives only a false sense of security.  I’d 
rather face conflict now over sin and be made to feel uncomfortable about it rather than 
face the consequences of it in eternity.!



Tolerance has become the cardinal virtue of western culture that prides itself on 
tolerating every idea and lending it legitimacy with the exception of biblical Christianity.!

Some years ago, D.A. Carson wrote a book entitled “The Intolerance of Tolerance,” in 
which he makes the case that the idea of tolerance has evolved from accepting the 
existence of different views to accepting those differing views.  In other words, tolerance 
used to mean that we simply allowed people to espouse a different view, even though 
we disagreed with it.  Now, tolerance has come to mean that if you don’t accept those 
views as equally true, you’re intolerant.!

Such a shift is subtle in form but massive in substance.!

D.A. Carson - “To accept that a differing or opposing position exists and deserves to 
exist is one thing; to accept the position itself means that no one is opposing it…the 
‘new tolerance’ suggests that actually accepting another’s position means believing that 
position to be true, or at least as true as your own…the fact remains that any sort of 
exclusive truth claim is widely viewed as a sign of gross intolerance, yet it is a matter of 
how you define tolerance…the ‘new tolerance’ argues that there is no one view that is 
exclusively true.  Strong opinions are nothing more than strong preferences for a 
particular version of reality, each version equally true.” !

He references 1995 U.N. Declaration of Principles on Tolerance that makes the 
assertion, “Tolerance involves the rejection of dogmatism and absolutism.”  In other 
words, we must reject being dogmatic about our convictions.  !

Sounds kind of ‘dogmatic’ to me…!

You may wonder why make this case, and what does it have to do with Nehemiah?  The 
point is that Nehemiah stands his ground and opposes sin, something that would not be 
considered very “PC” by today’s so-called ‘tolerant’ standards.!

13:8 - “I was very angry, and I threw all the household furniture of Tobiah out of 
the chamber.”!



A cultural understanding of tolerance and political correctness must never affect our 
understanding of sin.  The law of God reveals sin for what it is, and we must not tolerate 
it in our own lives by trying to excuse it or redefine it or make a place for it.!

We dare not surrender our biblical convictions for the sake of accommodating the 
culture around us, but must be willing to be misunderstood and despised for the sake of 
Christ.  A gospel witness is not about winning a popularity contest.  The church has 
been given a prophetic voice, and one thing we know from history is that this prophetic 
voice was not always welcomed by a society bent on having its own way.!

If sin isn’t sinful anymore, then why does a person need Jesus anyway?  The gospel 
becomes nothing more than therapy or good advice.  It is good news to be proclaimed!  
It is a message of hope and life to those in darkness and spiritual death.!

2.  Spiritual compromise NEGLECTS worship (13:10-14)!

“I also found out that the portions of the Levites had not been given to them, so that the 
Levites and the singers, who did the work, had each fled to his field.  So I confronted the 
officials and said, ‘Why is the house of God forsaken?’’!

Nehemiah discovered that the people’s compromise went further than just allowing 
Tobiah a place in the temple.  He also discovered that the people had not given what 
they had promised to give to support the Levites and the overall ministry of the temple.!

The Levites were dependent upon the generous giving of the people.  Without this they 
were forced to leave the temple and find a place to farm somewhere out in the 
countryside.  !

Keep in mind what the people had vowed to do back in chapter 10:39.  They had made 
the commitment to support the ministry of the temple by paying the temple tax, bringing 
their first fruits, and by tithing on all that they had.!

Warren Wiersbe - “Without the faithful support of the people, the ministry at the temple 
would languish, and the Levites would then scatter to the villages, where they could 
work the land and survive.”!



In verse 11, Nehemiah says he ‘confronted’ the officials about this neglect, and the word 
he uses carries the idea of pleading a case.  He showed them why their neglect was so 
serious.!

One of the first signs of spiritual compromise and decline in a believer will show up in 
their giving.  Someone has well said that giving is both the thermostat and the 
thermometer of the Christian life.  That is, it both measures and adjusts our 
temperature.  A Spirit-filled believer will be a generous soul, while selfishness is a sign 
that one is in need of revival.!

Someone once asked the well known 19th century clergymen Phillips Brooks what he 
would do to resurrect a dead church, and he replied, “I would take up a missionary 
offering!”!

Giving to God is a secret to staying spiritually fresh.!

Christ’s disciples are channels of blessing through which the love of God flows to 
others.  Spiritual compromise neglects worship and closes its fists.  It clings to things 
rather than to Christ, characterized by selfishness rather than selflessness.!

When we begin to cool off in our devotion to Christ, we often begin to think about 
ourselves over the needs of others.  Participation in the church becomes based on what 
I can get rather than what I can give. !

3.  Spiritual compromise IGNORES truth (13:15-22)!

“In those days I saw in Judah people treading winepresses on the Sabbath, and 
bringing in heaps of grain and loading them on donkeys, and also wine, grapes, figs, 
and all kinds of loads, which they brought into Jerusalem on the Sabbath day…Then I 
confronted the nobles of Judah and said to them, ‘What is this evil thing that you are 
doing, profaning the Sabbath day?’”!

Not only did Nehemiah discover that the people had tolerated sin and neglected 
worship, but they had also ignored truth.  They failed to keep the Sabbath even though 
they had formerly vowed to do so back in chapter 10.  Nehemiah found people doing 



business as well as unnecessary work on the Sabbath.  The Jewish merchants no 
doubt didn't want to lose the opportunity to secure Gentile business, and the Gentiles 
were quick to make a profit from their Jewish neighbors.!

They had ignored the demands of God’s Law in order to pad their own pocketbooks.  
Such disregard for the Sabbath was the very thing that their fathers had done which led 
to their captivity.!

The people had come full circle, right back to where they had been before.  Old habits 
die hard.  Compromise leads us to ignore the truth of God’s Word.  We become hearers 
and not doers.  Nehemiah calls on the people to guard the gates!!

Psalm 119:9-11 - “How can a young man keep his way pure?  By guarding it 
according to Your Word.  With my whole heart I seek You; let me not wander from 
Your commandments!  I have stored up Your Word in my heart, that I might not 
sin against you.”!

When compromise leads us to ignore the truth of Scripture in our lives, it can lead to 
catastrophe.  One of my favorite quotes is by John Stott in “Basic Christianity,” who said:!

John Stott - “Jesus never concealed the fact that His religion included a demand as 
well as an offer.  Indeed, the demand was as total as the offer was free.  If He offered 
men His salvation, He also demanded their submission.  He gave no encouragement 
whatever to thoughtless applicants for discipleship.  He brought no pressure to bear on 
any inquirer. He sent irresponsible enthusiasts away empty.  Luke tells of three men 
who either volunteered, or were invited, to follow Jesus; but no one passed the Lord’s 
test.  The rich young ruler, too, moral, earnest and attractive, who wanted eternal life on 
his own terms, went away sorrowful, with his riches intact but with neither life nor Christ 
as his possession…The Christian landscape is strewn with the wreckage of derelict, half 
built towers—the ruins of those who began to build and were unable to finish.  For 
thousands of people still ignore Christ’s warning and undertake to follow Him without 
first pausing to reflect on the cost of doing so.  The result is the great scandal of 
Christendom today, so called “nominal Christianity.”  In countries to which Christian 



civilization has spread, large numbers of people have covered themselves with a 
decent, but thin, veneer of Christianity.  They have allowed themselves to become 
somewhat involved, enough to be respectable but not enough to be uncomfortable.  
Their religion is a great, soft cushion.  It protects them from the hard unpleasantness of 
life, while changing its place and shape to suit their convenience.  No wonder the cynics 
speak of hypocrites in the church and dismiss religion as escapism…The message of 
Jesus was very different. He never lowered His standards or modified His conditions to 
make His call more readily acceptable.  He asked His first disciples, and He has asked 
every disciple since, to give Him their thoughtful and total commitment.  Nothing less 
than this will do.” !

The cross of discipleship cannot be carried alongside the couch of convenience—we 
always lay one down to carry the other.!

4.  Spiritual compromise INFLUENCES others (13:23-31)!

“In those days also I saw the Jews who had married women of Ashdod, Ammon, and 
Moab.  And half of their children spoke the language of Ashdod, and they could not 
speak the language of Judah, but only the language of each people.  And I confronted 
them…”!

We make a tragic miscalculation if we assume that our compromise affects no one but 
us.  It always impacts those around us, and especially those coming after us!!

By entering into marriages with unbelieving Gentiles, the children from these unions 
could not speak the language of Judah, but only the language of the culture.  Why was 
this such a big deal?  If we go back to chapter 8, as Ezra stood to read from the law, 
most of the people could not understand Hebrew.  The priests had to explain meanings 
of words and retaught the Hebrew language to the people.  Now, all of that was in 
jeopardy because they were not teaching their children.!

Dad and Mom, your spiritual compromise always influences the spiritual lives of your 
children.  We teach through both words and witness.  Our example is vital!!



We are always just one generation away from abandoning the gospel.  I have heard it 
said that what one generation does in moderation, the next generation will do in excess.  
What one generation tolerates, the next generation celebrates.!

The shocking thing we discover in the final verses of the book has to do with ‘who’ is 
behind all of the this compromise.  The names of Sanballat and Tobiah reemerge like 
weeds in a garden.  !

13:28 - “And one of the sons of Jehoiada, the son of Eliashib the high priest, was 
the son-in-law of Sanballat the Horonite.  Therefore I chased him from me.”!

Josephus, the first century Jewish historian, tells us that this grandson was named 
Manasseh.  When Nehemiah ran him out of Jerusalem, he we went to live with his 
father-in-law Sanballat in Samaria where he established his own false system of 
worship with his own personal temple on Mount Gerazim.  This was the same system 
for those known as the Samaritans.!

The enemy of your soul is relentless and never gives up—he simply changes tactics.!

Application:!

Here is what we need to pay very close attention to from all of this.  It didn’t take long for 
the people to move from revival to rebellion, from spiritual renewal to spiritual 
compromise and decline.  It’s always a ‘slow fade.’  How can we avoid it?!

• always take sin as serious as God does!

• remain true to conviction at all cost!

• make the glory of God your aim in life!

I read how J. Wilbur Chapman once told the story about a group of mountain climbers in 
the Swiss Alps.  A company of tourists were climbing together one day.  It was a great 
day and they were making rapid progress until, suddenly, one of them slipped.  They 
were all tied together, so that when one began to fall, he took the second man down 
with him—then the third and the fourth and the fifth and so on.  They were on the edge 



of catastrophe as it appeared all of them would be pulled over the precipice and fall to 
their deaths. But their tour guide was an experienced climber who knew exactly what to 
do.  He thrust a large ice pick deep into the ice.  As the tightening rope got to him with 
an incredible yank and strain, he held onto the ice pick with all his might and held his 
ground, saving the lives of the other climbers.  Chapman used that story to describe the 
same man we've been studying the last few months—Nehemiah.  He was like a 
seasoned guide to God’s people.  He was a man who held his ground and went against 
the grain.  He kept a nation at risk from plummeting over the precipice of spiritual 
compromise.!

And yet as great a leader as he was, Nehemiah couldn't change the hearts of the 
people.  He could institute reforms and lead the people to make commitments, but he 
could not transform their wayward hearts.  That is something that only Christ can do 
because of His death and resurrection!!

Nehemiah cleansed the temple—Christ cleanses hearts!!

In times like these when all areas of life are filled with confusion and are falling apart, 
we do well to subject our souls the the steadying, refreshing influence of a man like 
Nehemiah, a man who ultimately points us to faith in Jesus Christ.


